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This article considers the relation between the versions of sonnets by Baudelaire, Rimbaud and Mallarmé that make up Ciaran Carson’s collection The Alexandrine Plan (1998) and the French poems from which they stem. I explore aspects of Carson’s adaptive practice, including personification; sound patterning; and the use of domestication and foreignization. The latter part of the article performs a comparative close reading of Carson’s version of Rimbaud’s ‘Ma bohème’ with a virtuoso version of the poem by Patrick McGuinness. The poets’ engagement with their source texts is attentive to their technical and stylistic accomplishments whilst also being playful and creative. The nineteenth-century text is seen as a catalyst, a partner in a creative exchange that reminds us in new ways of the riches of long-familiar poems.
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‘Ciaran Carson’s The Alexandrine Plan and two versions of a fantasy’

Ciaran Carson’s creative engagement with poetries of languages other than his own is longstanding. In 1993, when the T.S. Eliot Prize was first awarded, its inaugural honours were bestowed on Carson’s volume First Language, a book that insistently raises the questions of how far we can call any language our own, how we might identify with a language and identify ourselves and things through it. The book includes a number of adaptations or versions, poems written by Carson in English ‘after’ foreign-language originals: there are three passages from Ovid’s Metamorphoses, two poems by Baudelaire and one by Rimbaud.​[1]​ The versions from the French Carson included in First Language were transposed into his characteristic long line rhyming couplets, Baudelaire’s ‘Correspondances’ and ‘L’Albatros’ being reduced to four couplets each, the hundred lines of Rimbaud’s ‘Le Bateau ivre’ being condensed into just twenty-five couplets. This freedom of form is eschewed in The Alexandrine Plan, the collection subtitled ‘Versions of Sonnets by Baudelaire, Mallarmé and Rimbaud’ and published in 1998. Here Carson reproduces the formal structures of his nineteenth-century models, writing sonnets in reply to sonnets. By his own account, what Carson sought to do ‘was not so much to give a “literal” meaning of what the poems might be saying, as to reproduce the original metre in English, and see what interpretations might emerge from those constraints, both of rhyme and the twelve syllables of the classical French alexandrine’ (Carson, 2012: 12).​[2]​ The book has an odd structure. In facing text, Part One gives us eight sonnets by Rimbaud, Part Two nine by Baudelaire and Part Three nine by Mallarmé. Part Four sees Carson return to Baudelaire for seconds, as it were, and we are presented another eight sonnets by the author of Les Fleurs du Mal. Given Carson’s preference in earlier collections for long, fluid lines of seventeen syllables or more, one might expect that his writing in The Alexandrine Plan would be somehow curtailed or inhibited by the more concentrated strictures of the French form. In this article I aim to show how in fact this is not the case, examining some of Carson’s poetic devices, his sound- and word-play and some of the trans-lingual and trans-cultural moves he makes, with the intention of demonstrating how his chosen formal constraints are fruitful, often producing effects that are exhilarating, rather than any sense of curtailment or constriction. In the latter part of the article I will look in detail at Carson’s version of Rimbaud’s ‘Ma Bohème (fantaisie)’, alongside a version of the same poem written by Patrick McGuinness. To do justice, in the space available, to the great riches offered up in these adaptations I have restricted myself to concentrating on ‘two versions of a fantasy’. I shall refer in passing to a third: ‘Ma bohème’ is among the poems by Rimbaud included by Robert Lowell in his important adaptive collection Imitations (1962: 86-7). Overall I want to argue that for readers of English and French Carson’s and McGuinness’s dialogue with Rimbaud reinvigorates our relation with both languages and with the source texts, which are read – and heard – in new ways. 
The thirty-four sonnets tackled by Carson in The Alexandrine Plan offer a representative range of his chosen poets’ respective outputs: Carson broaches the historical, the canonical, and the exceedingly challenging (so, for example, we find Rimbaud’s ‘L’Éclatante Victoire de Sarrebrück’, Baudelaire’s ‘A une passante’ and Mallarmé’s sonnet en -yx, ‘Ses purs ongles…’). Our starting point when coming to a poem is most usually the title, so this is where I shall begin. At times Carson translates straight down the line (his version of Rimbaud’s ‘Le Dormeur du val’, for instance, is entitled ‘The Sleeper in the Valley’); but at times he exercises a good deal of freedom, drawing on aspects of the poem in question to inflect a title or reset it, seen through his own particular lens (Baudelaire’s ‘Spleen’ poem beginning ‘Pluviôse, irrité…’ becomes ‘Rainy Liaisons’, ‘La Cloche fêlée’ becomes, intriguingly, ‘The Dongless Bell’ and ‘La Géante’, in a stroke of cross-cultural inspiration, becomes ‘The Maid of Brobdingnag’, as Carson playfully resets Baudelaire’s title in a Swiftian idiom). Another of Carson’s titles brings us to two common features of The Alexandrine Plan, which are personification and the use of personal titles.
Rimbaud’s ‘La maline’ is entitled ‘Miss Malinger’ by Carson in a sort of transliteration rather than a precise rendering of the original title; however, the following examples show how frequently Carson has recourse to this sort of move:
‘Morts de Quatre-vingt-douze’ (Rimbaud)	
Ô soldats que la Mort a semés, noble Amante,         

‘1870’ 
Soldiers cast by Mistress Death into the Zone (Carson, 1998a: 20-1)
        
‘Causerie’ (Baudelaire)			           
Ô Beauté, dur fléau des armes, tu le veux!	           

‘Talk to me’ 
Stern Mistress Beauty, scourge of souls in disrepair (Carson, 1998a: 42-3)

‘Spleen’ (Baudelaire)			           
Pluviôse, irrité contre la ville entière	 

‘Rainy Liaisons’ 
Here comes Mister Rainy Month again, to vent his spleen (Carson, 1998a: 46-7)

‘Ses purs ongles très haut…’ (Mallarmé)	           
Ses purs ongles très haut dédiant leur onyx,	           
L’Angoisse, ce minuit, soutient, lampadophore,

‘The Riddle of the Pyx’ 
Madame L’Angoisse, offering on high her onyx
Fingernails, this midnight of flambeaux, intones (Carson, 1998a: 58-9)

It is interesting to note that these personifications, so striking in Carson’s versions, are present in the French originals yet somehow less explicit without the humanizing titles (Mistress, Mister etc) that Carson includes. So doing, Carson strips away some nineteenth-century austerity, opening up the poems somewhat to contemporary readers.
	This practice domesticates the nineteenth-century French, then, lightly shifting the tone of the originals. In this regard it is instructive to consider comments made by Carson in an interview in September 2000:
I loved the enterprise of doing Mallarmé and Rimbaud and Baudelaire into English, or Hiberno-English. On the way, it struck me that their negotiations with the idea of a republic, with freedom, whether it be of language or of morals, with drugs, were directly related to ourselves, now. So I thought of these very French poets as being very Irish, and tried to make myself into something very French. I hope it was a fair exchange. (Brown, 2002: 151-2)

Carson does indeed make a number of moves of specifically Irish cultural transposition or adaptation in the collection, above all in the in the opening lines of his version of the poem with which he begins The Alexandrine Plan, Rimbaud’s ‘Au Cabaret-Vert’. Here is how the poem begins:
‘Au Cabaret-Vert’

Depuis huit jours, j’avais déchiré mes bottines
Aux cailloux des chemins. J’entrais à Charleroi.
–	Au Cabaret-Vert : je demandai des tartines
De beurre et du jambon qui fût à moitié froid.

Bienheureux, j’allongeai les jambes sous la table
Verte : je contemplai les sujets très naïfs
De la tapisserie. – Et ce fut adorable,
Quand la fille aux tétons énormes, aux yeux vifs, […]





I’d ripped my boots to pieces on the pebbly roads
Since Monday was a week. I walked in to Kingstown.
Found myself in the old Green Bar. I ordered loads
Of cool ham, bread and butter. It was nearly sundown.

Pleased as Punch, I stretched out my legs beneath the shamrock
Table. I admired the tacky ’50s décor.
Then this vacant waitress in a tit-enhancing frock
Came on and wiggled up to me, her eyes galore [...] (Carson, 1998a: 12-13)

From Belgium we are plunged into deepest Ireland: the name of Kingstown, a townland or bally in County Fermanagh, near Enniskillen, echoes part of the literal sense of Rimbaud’s Charleroi. (We see a similar move later in the collection, where the ‘caves basaltiques’ in Baudelaire’s ‘La Vie antérieure’ become ‘Fingal’s Cave’.)​[3]​ The French specificity of ‘tartines’, retained in Lowell’s version (1962: 87), is domesticated to ‘bread and butter’ and the (admittedly odd) ‘table//verte’ becomes an overt symbol of Irishness, ‘the shamrock//table’. This seems gratuitous: although it does admittedly provide a useful rhyme word for ‘frock’ it rather bluntly illustrates Carson’s evident wish to domesticate and the risks he runs in so doing. ‘The Green Bar’ is Carson’s most explicitly hibernized version and the most extreme example from the collection of the interpretive latitude he is willing to take in his versions. Over all, as we shall, see it is the notion of poetic ‘exchange’ that stimulates my enquiry into English-language versions of poetry in French.​[4]​ 
In The Alexandrine Plan we also find a modernising tendency: Baudelaire’s ‘Bohémiens en voyage’ are likened to so many ‘Jack Kerouacs’; the poet in Rimbaud’s ‘Ma Bohème’, as we shall see, is likened to a ‘pop star’; and when the poet in Baudelaire’s ‘La Cloche fêlée’ announces ‘Moi, mon âme est fêlée’, Carson has him proclaim, Elvis-like, ‘as for me, I’m all shook up’. Alongside the domestication and the modernising, however, we do find manifested in Carson’s lexical choices a comparable drive to draw attention to the French-ness of the source texts. This streak of foreignizing, or francisation, in the versions of The Alexandrine Plan works to great effect.​[5]​ Its success lies in Carson’s decision to opt at times for French words that have been adopted and more or less naturalised into English usage, but that are different from the original lexis. In this way the reader gains some kind of purchase on the foreign-ness of the source-text whilst still following it in her or his ‘own’ language. The presence of these vestiges of otherness in the versions reminds us of the heterogeneity of language that so preoccupies Carson throughout his work (‘My Irish is corrupted by the English tongue –’, he writes in The Twelfth of Never, (1998b: 83)) and this concern, that also underpins the earlier collection First Language, is at the heart of his endeavour in The Alexandrine Plan. In ‘La Maline’, for example, we come across the following:
‘La Maline’ (Rimbaud)				        
–Et la servante vint, je ne sais pas pourquoi,	 




Girl blew in, from God knows where – she didn’t knock
Décolletée, her fancy hair-do all aslant. (Carson, 1998a: 24-5)					 

Here the imported French term communicates the spirit of the source text, without however following it to the letter. There is another example in the intrusion of ‘this midnight of flambeaux’ in Carson’s rendering of Mallarmé’s ‘Ses purs ongles’, the effect of which, causing us to hesitate in our reading, appropriately replicates, I think, a common experience of first reading Mallarmé in the original.​[6]​ The following examples give a greater sense of the discreet reworking Carson’s word-choice does to the mood or focus of the original whilst remaining largely within the bounds of plausibility as regards lexical choice; these imported terms highlight the foreign-ness so often present in our own language and the acts of translations or adaptation in which we are always already involved:​[7]​

‘Remémoration d’amis belges’ (Mallarmé)		
[…] semble par soi n’apporter une preuve		
Sinon d’épandre pour baume antique le temps

‘Recalling the Belgian Friends’ 
	[…] I feel they waft a blue étude 
Of memory, of what is not entirely known, (Carson, 1998a: 52-3)

‘La Géante’ (Baudelaire)				
J’eusse aimé vivre auprès d’une jeune géante	
Comme aux pieds d’une reine un chat voluptueux	

‘The Maid of Brobdingnag’ 
I would have been inclined to live beside a giant
Girl, to be the loyal cat that sniffs her negligée (Carson, 1998a: 74-5)

‘Le Mort joyeux’ (Baudelaire)		        
Ô vers! noirs compagnons sans oreille et sans yeux,	

‘O Happy Death’ 
Accept, O worms – my noir compatriots, sans eyes, sans ears – (Carson, 1998a: 36-7)


In a poem in First Language Carson uses the technique seen in the final example above in a similar line, although in a very different context, where we read of: ‘the black aplomb//Of a police notebook: an abecedary sans eyes, sans teeth, sans everything, and sans serif’ (1993: 58). Interestingly, whilst the imported terms are italicised in The Alexandrine Plan, Carson does not italicise them in First Language, a collection throughout which the question of the strangeness of language and how we relate to it is paramount. 
	The final general feature of The Alexandrine Plan that I would like to draw attention to is Carson’s use of sound patterning. It is an aspect of his poetry that is extraordinarily rich. We will see more of this in my analysis of ‘Ma Bohème’, so here I will give just two examples. There is always in Carson’s sound patterning a sort of care and integrity that renders it at once unobtrusive and yet structurally forceful. In Belfast Confetti, one of Carson’s earlier collections, we find a line that demonstrates this patterning in practice:
‘Punctuation’
This frosty night is jittering with lines and angles, invisible trajectories:
Crackly, chalky diagrams in geometry, rubbed out the instant they’re sketched,
But lingering in the head. […] (Carson, 1989: 64)
 
Here, within and across these lines, the sounds of the words used to describe the ‘frosty night’ perform the same fleeting tricks of connection, echo and overlay that are suggested by the semantic content of the lines themselves. The sounds of ‘frosty night is jittering’ return, rearranged, in ‘invisible trajectories’, whose shivering |v| and |dz| sounds find near echoes in ‘chalky’ and ‘geometry’. If we look to the opening lines of Baudelaire’s ‘Causerie’, it is possible to follow some of the ‘invisible trajectories’ between the original and the version that linger in our heads as readers:
‘Causerie’ (Baudelaire)					
Vous êtes un beau ciel d’automne, clair et rose! 	
Mais la tristesse en moi monte comme la mer,    	
Et laisse, en refluant, sur ma lèvre morose		
Le souvenir cuisant de son limon amer.		

‘Talk to Me’ 
You’re like a gorgeous autumn sky as red as rosehips;
But gloom and doom swell in me like the tide, or time,
And as they slowly ebb, leave on my blue, bruised lips
An after-tang of bitten-into, bitter lime. (Carson, 1998a: 42-3)

Notice how in the second line Carson retains but inverts the patterning of the original: the run of |m|s (‘moi’, ‘monte’, ‘comme’, ‘mer’) that pile up towards the end of Baudelaire’s line come in the first half of Carson’s in ‘gloom and doom’ and spill over into the second in ‘me’ and ‘time’; the double |t| of ‘tristesse’ is also flipped from the start of Baudelaire’s line to the end of Carson’s, in  ‘tide, or time’. In the third line, Baudelaire’s run of |l|s in ‘laisse’, ‘refluant’ and ‘lèvre’ is matched in ‘slowly’, ‘leave’ and ‘lips’ (balanced across the line, tripartite like Baudelaire’s), and the central vowel sound of ‘refluant’ is echoed in Carson’s more emphatic ‘blue, bruised’. The fourth line brilliantly matches up the assonantal echoes: Baudelaire’s three |ã| sounds (in ‘cuisant’, ‘son’, ‘limon’) are replaced by the flat |a| sounds of ‘An after-tang’; Carson’s |t|s take the place of the run of |s| sounds in the original (so ‘souvenir’, ‘cuisant’, ‘son’  ‘after-tang’, ‘bitten-into’) and the parallel run of |í| sounds in ‘souvenir’, ‘cuisant’ and ‘limon’ is there for the eye although phonically softened in ‘bitten-into, bitter lime’, this latter a shift suggested, most likely, by the proximity in spelling of the French ‘limon’ (silt) to the English ‘lemon’. Carson’s syntax simply and refreshingly inverts the commonplace collocations ‘doom and gloom’ and ‘time or tide’, reinvigorating the sentiments expressed in the lines, and forcefully communicating Baudelaire’s message; add to this the fact that all these effects are achieved within the given formal and metrical constraints and we realise quite what a remarkable feat this version is. To use Carson’s terms, a fair exchange indeed.
	A second, similarly rich, example of Carson’s handling of sound play is to be found in his rendering of Mallarmé’s ‘Le Tombeau de Charles Baudelaire’, a striking feature of which is the network of |b| sounds, fifteen in all, that pay phonic homage to Baudelaire’s name, and provide one of the many referential pathways through the poem. Carson musters fourteen |b| sounds in his version. Here is the opening stanza, followed by Carson’s:
Le Tombeau de Charles Baudelaire

Le temple enseveli divulgue par la bouche 
Sépulcrale d’égout bavant boue et rubis 
Abominablement quelque idole Anubis 
Tout le museau flambé comme un aboi farouche

The Tomb of Charles Baudelaire 

Through the slimy open grating of a storm-drain
The entombed temple slobbers muck and rubies,
Abominable as the dog-god Anubis,
Whose muzzle blazes with a howl of savage pain. (Carson, 1998a: 62-3)

Just as an echo of ‘temple’ is heard in Mallarmé’s ‘sépulcrale’ and the |í| of ‘enseveli’ and ‘divulgue’ prepare us for ‘rubis’, so Carson builds a dense weave across his first stanza, with a succession of |o| sounds like tombs or open mouths across lines 1-3, interwoven with a variety of combinations of |s|, |l| and |t| sounds. In the fourth line of Mallarmé’s ‘Tombeau’ the poet introduces just one new consonant sound, |f|, in concert with elements otherwise used before (for example ‘Tout’ echoes ‘égout’; the |m| sounds in ‘museau flambé comme’ recall ‘temple’/ ‘abominablement’, this latter also picked up in ‘aboi’). Carson mirrors this detail, introducing a new consonantal sound of his own, |z|, yoking the collocation ‘muzzle blazes’, emphasizing the energy and ferocity communicated by the words, ‘flambé’ and ‘farouche’, linked by the |f| sound in Mallarmé’s original.
Much more time could be devoted to studying further examples drawn from the creative encounters that fill the pages of The Alexandrine Plan; for the remainder of this article, however, I would like to offer a sustained analysis of the rendering of a single poem. I will pass now on to the question of Rimbaud’s ‘Ma bohème’ and what becomes of it in the hands of Ciaran Carson and another acclaimed contemporary poet and translator, Patrick McGuinness.
Rimbaud’s sonnet is subtitled in parentheses ‘Fantaisie’. This little bit of paratext, significantly, is left out by Carson and, equally significantly, is retained by McGuinness in his version. The Poésie/Gallimard edition of Rimbaud’s works appends a note to the poem, explaining that ‘fantaisie’ denotes ‘un libre jeu de l’imagination’ (Rimbaud, 1965: 281). This note raises an important issue. Is the versioner at liberty to give this sort of free reign to his or her imagination when writing? A fantasy can be delusive: a hallucination; ‘a whimsical or visionary notion or speculation’ (OED). When we study the source text alongside our two chosen English-language versions, it seems that in intriguing ways all three can be said to be ‘fantaisies’ of one sort or another. I will explore them with this notion in mind.
The term, of course, has a musical sense, and this is important here. ‘Fantaisie’, fantasy or fantasia, is defined as a ‘composition in a style which is subservient to fancy’ (OED), or it can be ‘an ingenious and imaginative instrumental composition, often characterized by distortion, exaggeration and elusiveness resulting from its departure from current stylistic and structural forms’ (Randel, 2003: 306). From these definitions it should be clear that there is considerable overlap between musical fantasy/fantasia and the production of poetic versions. Indeed, readers unsympathetic to versioning typically have recourse to the kind of words we find here used to define fantasia – versions distort the original, they twist its meanings out of their intended shape or exaggerate aspects originally less prominent in the source text. It should be fruitful, then, to examine what two skilled practitioners of poetic adaptation and transposition do with an original poem that from the outset announces itself already as a ‘fantaisie’.
There is much that is imaginative and inventive in Carson’s version – facets of his poem that would thus align it with the subtitle ‘fantaisie’. His omission of the subtitle, however, points towards the technical care, the studied nature of this version which, despite its demotic, its apparent casualness, bears few marks of the unpremeditated-ness one associates with fantasy. Here is Rimbaud’s poem, followed by Carson’s version:
Ma bohème (fantaisie)

Je m’en allais, les poings dans mes poches crevées;
Mon paletot aussi devenait idéal;
J’allais sous le ciel, Muse, et j’étais ton féal;
Oh! là là! que d’amours splendides j’ai rêvées !
Mon unique culotte avait un large trou.
 Petit Poucet rêveur, j’égrenais dans ma course
Des rimes. Mon auberge était à la Grande-Ourse;
 Mes étoiles au ciel avaient un doux frou-frou.

Et je les écoutais, assis au bord des routes,
Ces bons soirs de septembre où je sentais des gouttes
De rosée à mon front, comme un vin de vigueur;

Où, rimant au milieu des ombres fantastiques,
Comme des lyres, je tirais les élastiques




Thumbs hitched into my holey pockets, off I hiked
In my has-been-through-the-wars ex-Army greatcoat;
Under your blue skies, O muse, you took me on your bike;
I loved the way in which we spun in perfect rote.

My trousers had a hole as big as any arse,
And I became a dwarf who scatters rhymes along
The Milky Way. In the Great Bear, I sang my song,
As huge stars shivered in the rustling universe.

And I listened to their dew of blue September
Evenings fall on me, like Long Ago remembered
In the first sip of a cool green bubble-beaded wine;

I strummed the black elastic of my tattered boot
Held to my heart like youthful violin or lute,
A veritable pop-star of the awful rhyme. (Carson, 1998a: 22-3)


If we compare, first of all, Rimbaud’s opening line with Carson’s, we find that not only has the presence of an internal echo (‘poings’/ ‘poches’) been retained and transposed for the eye at least in ‘hitched’/ ‘hiked’, but with these words and without contrivance Carson reinforces the poem’s central themes of impecuniousness and journeying. As Susan Harrow puts it in a discussion of Rimbaud’s poem, ‘[the poet’s] tattered clothes betoken freedom and the pleasure of unbinding. Holes and tears, patches and mismatches, disrupt the smooth fabric of things’ (2004: 17); such an account of the poem is amply supported by a reading of Carson’s version. Further, the casual, sauntering image created in the closing phrase ‘off I hiked’ matches precisely the register and tone of ‘je m’en allais’, something quite lost in Robert Lowell’s rather flat ‘I walked on the great road’ (1962: 87). In line 1 Carson keeps the syntactical units of Rimbaud’s line, but inverts them, whilst in line 3, although his version does not match the semantic content of the source text, his syntax and the distribution of pauses in the line do match Rimbaud’s.
	Carson’s first quatrain shifts Rimbaud’s bohemian motion from foot- to pedal-power, a move that puts one in mind of various of Beckett’s itinerants and one dictated, in all probability, by the search for a rhyme with ‘hiked’ in line 1; similarly, line 4’s strange construction (‘I loved the way in which we spun in perfect rote’) might seem to be a contrived formulation necessary only to provide a rhyme with ‘coat’ of line 2. A closer consideration of these choices yields a different picture, however. The ambiguities of the term ‘rote’ make it a most apposite term here with regard to the themes of the poem. The OED tells us that ‘rote’ is of obscure origin, stemming perhaps from the Old French rote, route meaning route, way, or from the Latin ‘rota’, meaning wheel. At any rate, what we lose in the omission of a direct translation of  ‘j’étais ton féal’ is undoubtedly recompensed and more by the wonderful image of unison we get instead, that of poet and muse in tandem, or perhaps together on one, freewheeling (as suggested by ‘spun’), eating up mechanically the ‘route’, by rote, of Rimbaud’s fantasy. What this first quatrain shows us, then, is how Carson’s version may, through its tone and imagery, appear to have taken some significant imaginative distance from Rimbaud – it may seem to be a sort of fantasia – yet up close we realise from its sound patterning and the careful choices on which its imagery resides that its composition is highly wrought rather than extemporaneous.
	Here is Patrick McGuinness’s version, whose adaptive moves offer us a Rimbaud who is somewhat more ‘voyou’ than ‘voyant’:
My Glasgohemia (Fantasy)
after Rimbaud
Away I’d go, tuffies stuffed into burst pockets;
My anorak too became ideal;
I’d cruise the low sky for you Musey! I was your feral
Servant, and what splendid loves I recked!

My only breeks had a hole big enough for two.
 Daydreaming tomcat, I thumbed
My rhyming guidebook. On Ursa Major I bummed
A few nights’ kip.  My stars rustled in their sky,

And as those bountiful September nights dripped
Dew on my napper, bracing as a giddy nip,
I’d listen, bare-arsed on the kerbside where I’d start,

Right there, to rhyme among fantastic shades,
Twanging the elastic lyre of my knackered blades,
One foot on the starting block, ready at my heart! (McGuinness, 2004: 54)

	McGuinness’s rousing version maintains Rimbaud’s subtitle and the spirit of it. There may be more that is whimsical or fanciful about ‘My Glasgohemia’ than Carson’s ‘On the Road’, but this is not to say that the former is without rigour; quite the opposite. McGuinness too matches Rimbaud’s sound patterning (‘poings’/ ‘poches’) with the striking ‘tuffies stuffed’ whose sounds are then echoed, rearranged, in ‘burst’. McGuinness’s is a more energetic, spikier version than Carson’s light yet scrupulous take on ‘Ma bohème’. In his second line McGuinness marries modernising, domestication, fidelity and surprise in the hitherto unthinkable but highly effective phrase ‘My anorak too became ideal’ and later he Scottish-izes, as the amusing neologistic title announces and various lexical items attest (for instance ‘breeks’, ‘napper’ and ‘nip’). Syntactically, McGuinness’s first stanza is very close to Rimbaud’s, but thereafter the version takes greater distance in its phrasing. Carson’s rhyme scheme is close to Rimbaud’s (his quatrains, to use the French terminology, are in ‘rimes croisées’ rather than ‘embrassées’, but the pattern of his tercets matches the original); McGuinness follows suit up to a point, his first quatrain forming near-rhymes, the second giving up the attempt with the abrupt end-stop on ‘sky’ in line 8.
	In the second quatrain of Rimbaud’s original, we find the |ou| sound that recurs throughout the poem, picked up from ‘sous’ and ‘amours’ from lines 3-4, returning in ‘trou’, ‘Poucet’ and so on, through to ‘doux frou-frou’ in line 8. McGuinness emulates and amplifies this patterning in a network of |k| and also |m| sounds in his version, the plosive |k| sounds of ‘cruise’, ‘sky’ and ‘recked’ in lines 3-4 returning a further six times in the next two stanzas. Carson’s choices in line 5 are inspired, ‘trousers’ containing, as it were, the ‘trou’ with which Rimbaud’s line 5 ends. The remainder of Carson’s line is a plain-speaking delight and ends, in a pleasing symmetry, on the noun ‘arse’, its French equivalent of course quietly present in the first noun in Rimbaud’s line – ‘culotte’. (Lowell’s somewhat clumsy ‘My only pants were a big hole’ (1962: 87) misses all of this.) Carson does not seek to replicate the assonantal patterning in |ou| and he avoids the cultural equivalent of ‘Petit Poucet’ available to him in the shape of Tom Thumb, opting instead for ‘a dwarf who scatters rhymes along//The Milky Way’, an image that prepares the ground for the subsequent reference to the Great Bear. By contrast both Tom Thumb and the image of the fingering of rosary beads evoked by the verb ‘égrener’ are subtly present in McGuinness’s inventive interpretation ‘– Daydreaming tomcat, I thumbed// My rhyming guidebook.’ ‘Tomcat’ also connects us back to McGuinness’s adaptive switch from ‘féal’ (loyal, trusty supporter) to ‘feral’ in his third line, a move that serves to underscore the young poet’s untamed, libidinous nature, already hinted at in the teenage fantasies of Rimbaud’s line 4 (‘Oh! là là! que d’amours splendides j’ai rêvées !’). Carson’s version is, doubtless, tamer here, but successful all the same in its economy of expression. No mention is made of a public house or bar (sites we often frequent in Carson’s own verse), but in the phrase ‘In the Great Bear I sang my song’, the use of ‘in’ rather than ‘under’ suggests, with minimal intervention from the versioner, both the oneness with the universe of the poet alone under the stars, and the boozy kind of sing-along to which we know Rimbaud was no stranger. 
	There is an absence of explicit colour reference in Rimbaud’s poem. Carson by contrast, as he does elsewhere in The Alexandrine Plan, injects colour into each of his stanzas. The blue and green we encounter in lines 9 and 11 fetch up interesting interpretive problems: ‘blue September’, it seems to me, is figurative, referring less to colour than perhaps to coolness, also introducing a note of melancholy, the poet’s ‘blues’ felt as the dew drips down his face.​[9]​ This melancholy is absent from Rimbaud’s original – the nights remembered are ‘bons’, ‘bountiful’ in McGuinness’s version which captures much better the exhilaration felt by the poet that surfaces most strongly in the phrase ‘comme un vin de vigueur’. At first, Carson’s rendering – ‘like Long Ago remembered// In the first sip of a cool green bubble-beaded wine’, is impressive – he inlays his verse with subtle patterning that both echoes and reinforces the structures of the original. In the previous line ‘blue’ introduces an internal rhyme with ‘dew’, matching the assonantal pairing of ‘écoutais’/ ‘routes’ in Rimbaud’s line; ‘blue’ also provides two of the phonemes woven together in the adjective string ‘cool green bubble-beaded’, just as Rimbaud’s libation is a phonetically concentrated ‘vin de vigueur’. Carson’s importation of ‘green’ into the poem, however, poses a dilemma. It might refer simply to colour but, since it qualifies ‘wine’, the other possible meaning – wine which is not sufficiently mature to be enjoyed – takes us in quite the opposite direction to the original image of ‘vin de vigueur’, which suggests a drink that is potent, full-blooded, even energizing: the opposite, we might say, of the ‘vin de la Paresse’ we encounter in ‘Les Chercheuses de poux’, another of Rimbaud’s poems from 1871. Carson’s quasi-Proustian recollection of time past – an oblique attempt perhaps to deal with the imperfect tense used throughout – creates a more muted, perhaps even slightly wistful tone here in contrast to the original which culminates three lines later, as McGuinness’s version does, with an exuberant exclamation.
	The cultural transposition of McGuinness’s ‘Glasgohemia’ is at its most evident in these lines: the ‘rosée’ we might say becomes a sort of Scotch mist. ‘And as those bountiful September nights dripped//Dew on my napper, bracing as a giddy nip’: the word choice here with ‘bracing’ deals rather better with ‘de vigueur’ than Carson’s version, and ‘nip’, the Scots term for a single measure of spirits, both grounds the poem in the Scots vernacular and offers an assonantal echo for ‘giddy’ and a near-rhyme for ‘dripped’. In their raw, wry effectiveness McGuinness’s lines here intoxicatingly take us beyond the original image, and let us taste a new, poetically distilled ‘water of life’.  
	Finally, in the closing lines, where McGuinness’s version remains closer to the source text, Carson shifts quite radically away from Rimbaud’s syntax, closing his poem on the word ‘rhyme’ and promoting the poet’s improvised strumming to the start of the stanza. Thus the image we end with, ‘a veritable pop-star of the awful rhyme’ complements one sense of the original poem’s subtitle – the poet as adolescent fantasist, strumming his boot-strings air-guitar-like, imagining himself into the role of the star he dreams of being, forming a connection back to the ‘huge stars’ of line 8. For McGuinness, the mention of the lyre is kept and the link to the tradition of lyric poetry thus sustained, albeit with bathos (the ‘elastic lyre of my knackered blades’ is right up there with ‘My anorak too became ideal’).​[10]​ 
	
If we are interested in the creative dialogue between poetries in different languages and across time, then I think we can do a lot worse than to look to the pages of Ciaran Carson’s Alexandrine Plan, where his twentieth-century versions sit alongside the nineteenth-century originals in a relation that is dynamic and provocative (from provocare, to call forth, just as the versions are called into being or given voice by the poet’s encounter with the source texts). 
Carson has written of those who criticise the attempt to produce rhymed verse translations: 
Too often, they say, the necessity to rhyme will result in lines that sound like a translation. 
	But then some of us expect translations to sound like translations, and to produce an English which is sometimes strangely interesting. Especially translations of poetry. (Carson, 2002: xix)

Perhaps it takes the adaptive, imaginative poetic fantasia of the versioner to alert us to or to remind us of the riches of other poetries precisely by reigniting the potential of what we call our ‘first language’, the language with which we grow so comfortable and complacent as to become suspicious of literatures other than our own. The encounter between French- and English-language poetries that we get in the work of Carson and of Patrick McGuinness brings about precisely these privileged moments where our ears tune into something new, something genuinely alive, when channels of communication needlessly clogged by cliché and convention are reopened and we hear, without interference or prejudice, something strangely interesting. 
When he published Orpheus: A Version of Rilke’s ‘Die Sonette an Orpheus’, the Scottish poet Don Paterson appended a short essay entitled ‘Fourteen Notes on the Version’. Here Paterson argues that versions
are trying to be poems in their own right; while they have the original to serve as detailed ground-plan and elevation, they are trying to build themselves a robust home in a new country, in its vernacular architecture, with local words for its brick and local music for its mortar. This means they must have their own course, their own process, and have to make a virtue of their own human mistakes; they will have, in other words, their own pattern of error and lyric felicity. (2006: 73)
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^1	  Carson’s other acclaimed translations include The Inferno of Dante Alighieri (2002) and The Táin: A New Translation of the Táin Bó Cúailinge (2007). More recently he has published versions of Rimbaud’s Illuminations in verse and prose: see In the Light of: After ‘Illuminations’ by Arthur Rimbaud (2012).
^2	  The year after the publication of The Alexandrine Plan Carson published a volume of playful sonnets, numbering seventy-seven in all, also in alexandrines, entitled The Twelfth of Never (1999).
^3	  This reference is in fact apt on a number of levels: Fingal’s cave is a basalt formation and its name comes to us through a poetic adaptation of sorts – James Macpherson’s eighteenth-century Ossian poems which drew on the Irish myth of Fionn Mac Cumhaill and were passed off as translations of ancient Scots Gaelic material.
^4	  The poets studied in the present article are only a small sample of a wider research project. Moniza Alvi, Samuel Beckett, Ciaran Carson, Ted Hughes, Alan Jenkins, Derek Mahon, Tom Paulin, Ezra Pound, Jo Shapcott and Stephen Romer have all produced versions of works written in French by a range of poets including Apollinaire, Baudelaire, Bonnefoy, Eluard, Laforgue, Mallarmé, Ponge, Rilke, Rimbaud and Supervielle, among others. For further work on some of these authors, see my article, ‘Paulin’s (con-)versions: On The Road to Inver’ (2008).
^5	  On the notions of domestication and foreignization, see Venuti, The Translator’s Invisibility: A History of Translation (1995), in particular chapter 1 ‘Invisibility’, pp. 1-42.
^6	  On the experience of uncertainty provoked by (first) reading Mallarmé, see Malcolm Bowie’s superb analysis in Mallarmé and the Art of Being Difficult (1978).
^7	  For a highly persuasive account of reading – indeed, of all acts of language – as translation, see George Steiner’s classic study After Babel: Aspects of Language and Translation [1975], third edition (1998).
^8	  Carson’s chosen title riffs with his rendering of Baudelaire’s road poem ‘Bohémiens en voyage’ which he begins with the words ‘Yesterday they hit the road again’ and whose second quatrain opens ‘Shotguns held aloft, these far-flung sons of Araby// Accompany the wagons like Jack Kerouacs’ (1998a: 33).
^9	  As is well known, sound and colour associations were paramount for Rimbaud, as famously evinced, in particular, in the poem ‘Voyelles’, an important intertext in several of Carson’s versions from Rimbaud and elsewhere in his work. We read, for example, the line ‘a balled up Erinacean O of Rimbaud green or blue’ in Opera et Cetera (1996: 31). McGuinness translates ‘Voyelles’ in his pamphlet 19th-Century Blues (2007: 25).  
^10	  The lyre, of course, is also a constellation, whose presence above the poet perhaps suggests the analogy of his actions down below ‘au milieu des ombres fantastiques’.
